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Abstract
In this article we consider the second law of black holes (and other
causal horizons) in theories where the gravitational action is an arbitrary
function of the Lovelock densities. We show that there exists an entropy
which increases locally, for linearized perturbations to regular Killing hori-
zons. In addition to a classical increase theorem, we also prove a general-
ized second law for semiclassical, minimally-coupled matter fields.
1 Introduction
General relativity is a nonrenormalizable quantum theory. But at energies much
lower than the Planck scale, it can be approximated with a low-energy effective
field theory, working perturbatively in powers of Newton’s constant G. This
effective field theory consists of general relativity plus higher-curvature coun-
terterms arising from loop corrections.
In principle, all possible terms consistent with diffeomorphism invariance
may appear at the level of the effective Lagrangian. Still, from a purely phe-
nomenological point view, a subset of terms which leads to well-behaved classical
physics are more desirable. One possible criterion is to consider those higher
curvature terms which retain the essential features of general relativity.
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A guiding principle comes from the study of black hole physics which has
provided strong hints of a deep relationship between gravitation, thermodynam-
ics and quantum theory. The thermodynamic behavior of black holes [1] and
other causal horizons [2, 3] in general relativity has suggested many insights
into the nature of quantum phenomena in strong gravitational fields. The core
result is the identification of one quarter of the horizon area with the entropy
associated with the horizon. This area-entropy relationship in general relativ-
ity is mainly motivated from the second law of black hole mechanics. But do
the laws of black hole mechanics (in particular, the second law) generalize to
higher-curvature gravity?
In this article, we will discuss the second law for actions which are functions
of Lovelock densities. We show that at least for linearized perturbations, there
exists an entropy which obeys a local increase law, for classical field sources
obeying the null energy condition. Then, for semiclassical perturbations by
quantum fields, we will show how to obtain the generalized second law.
The paper is organized as follows: In section 2, we review the classical and
semiclassical second law for general relativity. In section 3, we will discuss
how to define the entropy for higher curvature gravity, and compare our new
results to what was already known. Next, in sections 4 and 5, we present the
essential conditions required to prove a quasistationary classical second law as
well as semiclassical generalized second law, for any theory of higher-curvature
gravity. Section 6 contains the proof of the key condition for Lanczos-Lovelock
and f(Lovelock) theories. Finally, we conclude in section 7 by discussing the
limitations of the result, and prospects for future research.
2 The Second Law in General Relativity
Let us start by reviewing the situation in general relativity. It is well known
that causal horizons (e.g. black holes, de Sitter, Rindler) have thermodynamic
properties [1–3]. In particular, there is a second law which states that an “en-
tropy” is increasing with time; in general relativity, the entropy of a horizon H
is proportional to its area:
SH =
A
4~G
. (1)
The Classical Second Law (CSL) of general relativity states that so long as
(i) the matter fields obey the null energy condition Tabk
akb ≥ 0 (ka being null),
and (ii) there are no naked singularities on H , then this area is increasing as a
function of time [4]. The proof uses the focussing properties of the Raychaudhuri
equation. If we choose λ to be an affine parameter, then the expansion θ = 1A
dA
dλ
obeys the Raychaudhuri Eq:
dθ
dλ
= − θ
2
D − 2 − σabσ
ab −Rabkakb, (2)
where σab is the shear and the whole right-hand-side is negative.
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The increase theorem applies locally: at every point on H the expansion
θ ≥ 0 (due to Eq. (2) and the future boundary condition). It also applies to
highly nonlinear processes such as the merger of two black holes. In nonlinear
processes, new generators can enter a causal horizon (but can never exit) and
this also only increases the area.
In semiclassical general relativity minimally coupled to matter fields, there
is a quantum analogue known as the Generalized Second Law (GSL). The gen-
eralized entropy is Sgen = SH + Sout, the second term being the entropy of any
matter fields outside of H (see [5] for a review).1
In the semiclassical approximation used by Ref. [16], one expands out the
metric in powers of the Planck length; if G is fixed, one can think of this as an
~ expansion:
gab = g
0
ab + g
1/2
ab + g
1
ab +O(~3/2) (3)
Here the zeroth order term corresponds to the classical background metric, the
half order term comes from gravitons quantized on the background metric, and
the first order term comes from the gravitational fields produced by matter and
gravitons. Note that if the classical background has an increasing area, the
CSL implies the GSL. Furthermore, Eq. (2) implies that there is no half-order
component to θ, although there may be to σab.
Therefore, the interesting questions have to do with the ~1 part of the metric.
If one chooses to think of σabσ
ab as the gravitational contribution to the null
stress-energy tensor Tabk
akb, then the GSL arises from a linear equation:
dθ
dλ
= −8πGTab (4)
This equation gives the linearized response of a classically stationary black hole
metric to a quantum perturbation. Assuming (i) the existence of a suitable
renormalization scheme, and (ii) that the matter fields satisfy certain axioms
(which can be explicitly verified for free fields of various spins, and certain
superrenormalizable interactions), it follows from Eq. (4) that δSgen ≥ 0 in
a similarly local way [16]. More details of this argument will be provided in
section 5.
3 Higher Curvature Gravity
3.1 The Entropy and its Ambiguities
We want to know how this story generalizes to higher-curvature theories of
gravity. The challenge here is that SH is no longer given by (1); there are
1One must renormalize in order to absorb ultraviolet divergences of Sout into countert-
erms in SH [6–13]. The leading order divergence corresponds to renormalizing G, while the
subleading terms seem to correspond to adding higher-curvature terms to the action. This
seems to work for scalars and spinors, although there are discrepancies for gauge fields [9,14].
These counterterms are higher order in ~ and can therefore be neglected at leading order in
an ~ expansion. However, they motivate the extension of horizon thermodynamics to general
higher- curvature gravity theories [15].
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corrections. The standard formula used to calculate the “Wald entropy” of a
stationary Killing horizon is [15, 17, 18]
SW = −2π
∫
s
dD−2y
∂L
∂Rabcd
ǫabǫcd, (5)
where L is the Lagrangian, s is a cross-section of the horizon, ǫab is the binormal
to the horizon, and dD−2y is the metrized area measure over the transverse
coordinates, labelling horizon generators.2 It is also possible to use this formula
for first order variations away from a Killing horizon, but only when s coincides
with a regular bifurcation surface B. This entropy has been proven to obey a
stationary comparison version of the First Law [17, 18].
However, it is important to emphasize that for nonstationary black holes,
this Wald entropy may not be valid. It was only ever derived up to certain
ambiguities in the Noether charge [15, 18], which take the general form
∆SH =
∫
s
dD−2y V ·W (6)
where V and W are objects which transform nontrivially under boosting the
normal directions, although their product is boost invariant. These ambiguities
vanish for Killing horizons, and at first order when s = B, but they do not
vanish when s 6= B, even at first order. Hence the ambiguities matter when
attempting to prove a local form of the second law.
For example, for a theory of metric gravity which is quadratic in Rabcd,
dimensional analysis says that SH should be given by the integral of quantities
with weight 2. There are therefore two possible ambiguity terms corresponding
to the two ways to contract the extrinsic curvature Kiab with itself (here a, b
are indices in the D-2 transverse directions, and i is an index in the 2 normal
directions). Hence in this case the entropy would take the form:
SH = −2π
∫
s
dD−2y
[
∂L
∂Rabcd
ǫabǫcd + c1K
i
abK
ab
i + c2K
ai
a K
b
bi
]
. (7)
where c1 and c2 are coefficients which cannot be determined by the First Law,
but must be correctly chosen if there is to be a local second law. Although the
null extrinsic curvature along the horizon (corresponding to θ and σab) vanishes
on the stationary background, the null extrinsic curvature of null surfaces falling
into the horizon does not vanish on a typical slice s 6= B. As a result, the (Kiab)2
terms do not vanish at first order.
Theories of gravity with additional powers of Rabcd (or its derivatives) might
have ambiguities involving more derivatives or more powers of the metric. Note
that any ambiguity involving four or more powers of the extrinsic curvature Kiab
cannot be fixed by considerations involving the linearized second law, since it
would be quadratic in θ and σab.
2If the entropy change is evaluated on a noncompact horizon, we will assume that the
initial and final slices coincide except in a compact region. This helps ensure that the entropy
change is finite, and also allows total derivatives to be dropped.
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Next, we would like to discuss the choice of horizon entropy SH for various
higher curvature theories.
3.2 f(R) gravity
In the case of f(R) gravity, or a nonminimally coupled scalar field, one can
perform a field redefinition to transform the theory into pure general relativity
minimally coupled to matter [19, 20]. By means of this argument, or a direct
proof [15], one can show that the CSL also applies to these theories. In this
case the Wald formula (5) is correct, and the entropy is a function of the D-
dimensional Ricci scalar at that point:
SH = SW =
1
4~G
∫
s
dD−2y f ′((D−2)R) (8)
3.3 Lanczos-Lovelock gravity
The next interesting case to check is Lanczos-Lovelock gravity, the most general
metric theory of gravitation whose equations of motion are second order in
derivatives. Its action is given by the sum of dimensionally extended Euler
densities [21],
I =
∫
dDx
√
g
[D−1)/2]∑
m=0
α(m)LD(m), (9)
where the α(m) are arbitrary constants and LD(m) is the m-th order Lanczos-
Lovelock term given by,
LD(m) =
1
16π
1
2m
δa1b1...ambmc1d1...cmdmR
c1d1
a1b1
· · ·Rcmdmambm
=
1
16π
1
2m
δ
<ab(m)>
<cd(m)>R
cd(m)
ab(m) (10)
whereRcdab is theD dimensional curvature tensor and the generalized alternating
tensor δ...... is totally anti-symmetric in both set of indices. We have used the
subscript ‘(m)’ to denote the order of the Lanczos-Lovelock theory. We have
also introduced the notations, < ab(k) >= a1b1 . . . akbk and
Rcd(m)
ab(m) = R
c1d1
a1b1
· · ·Rcmdmambm . (11)
The Einstein-Hilbert Lagrangian is a special case of Eq. (10) when m = 1.
The Jacobson-Myers (JM) entropy associated with a stationary Killing hori-
zon of m-th order Lanczos-Lovelock theory is [22–24],
SH =
m
4~G
∫
s
dD−2y α(m)
(D−2)L(m−1). (12)
where (D−2)L(m−1) is the intrinsic (m − 1)-th order Lanczos-Lovelock scalar.
The JM entropy has the beautiful property that it is a function of the intrinsic
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horizon geometry alone. This property is not shared by the Wald entropy (5),
which differs from it by ambiguity terms (6) involving the extrinsic curvature.
Interestingly, unlike the case of f(R) gravity, the Wald entropy does not
satisfy a local increase law even at the linearized order, but rather it is the JM
entropy that obeys a local CSL at linearized order [25]. However, for nonlinear
processes such as black hole mergers, even the JM entropy may decrease [26].
For the topological Lovelock terms, this decrease applies no matter how the
ambiguities are fixed, and can be permanent [23, 26, 27]. For nontopological
Lovelock terms, both the JM and Wald entropies are known to decrease instan-
taneously, but it is unknown whether or not the decrease can be permanent.
Therefore, as long as we do not consider highly nonlinear processes like black
hole mergers, the JM entropy seems to be the correct candidate for the horizon
entropy of black holes in Lanczos-Lovelock theories.
In this article, we will demonstrate the GSL for the JM entropy, for linearized
perturbations to a Killing horizon, due to minimally coupled free matter fields
(or other fields satisfying the axioms of Ref. [16]). Unlike the proof of the GSL
for general relativity [16], we will not include the effects of quantized gravitons,
since this would require analyzing second order metric perturbations.3
3.4 f(Lovelock) gravity
In f(Lovelock) gravity, we generalize the action still further by allowing the
action to contain an arbitrary function f of the set of Lovelock densities:
I =
∫
dDx
√
g f(LD(1), · · · LD(m)), (13)
where the constant LD(0) = 1 is omitted as redundant (a cosmological constant
can already be added by choosing f to have a constant piece). f(R) and Lovelock
are special cases.4
For nonlinear f , the equations of motion are no longer second order in the
metric. However, if f is convex, there exists an equivalent scalar formulation
which is second order in the fields. The action is given by
I =
∫
dDx
√
g

V (φ1, · · ·φm) +
[D−1)/2]∑
m=1
φm LD(m)

 , (14)
where V is the Legendre transform of f . The φ equations of motion set φ equal
to functions of the Lovelock densities, allowing one to recover Eq. (13).
For f(Lovelock) gravity, we can generalize the JM entropy formula as follows:
SH =
1
4~G
∫
s
dD−2y
[D−1)/2]∑
m=1
m (D−2)L(m−1)
∂f
∂L(m)
. (15)
3Gravitons could be consistently neglected by making a large number of matter fields, or
by assuming the gravitons are in a stationary state for which the entropy does not increase.
4Note that in D = 4 the Gauss-Bonnet term LD
(2)
is no longer topological when multiplied
by other Lovelock densities.
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This formula is no longer a function of the intrinsic horizon geometry alone.
However, it is a function of the intrinsic horizon geometry together with the
Lovelock densities.
We will demonstrate that this entropy obeys a CSL and GSL for linearized
perturbations to a Killing horizon. In this case, we will need to use an additional
assumption: that the background Killing horizon possesses a regular bifurcation
surface.
4 Classical Second Law
Let us begin with some geometric relationships which will be useful for further
discussion. In a D-dimensional spacetime, the event horizon is a null hyper-
surface H parameterized by an affine parameter λ. The vector field ka = (∂λ)a
is tangent to the horizon and obeys affine geodesic equation. All λ = constant
slices are space-like and foliate the horizon. Near any point p on such a slice,
there is a local coordinate system {λ, xA} where xA, (A = 2, · · · , D) are the
coordinates of a point on λ = 0 slice connected with p by a horizon generator.
We can construct a basis with the vector fields, {ka, la, eaA} where la is a second
null vector such that laka = −1. The induced metric on any slice is γab =
gab+2k(alb) and k
aγab = 0 = l
aγab. The change of the induced metric from one
slice to another can be obtained from the metric evolution equation [28]:
Lkγab = 2
(
σab +
θ
(D − 2)γab
)
≡ 2Bab, (16)
where σab is the shear, θ is the expansion of the horizon, and Bab is the null
extrinsic curvature. Then, we can obtain an evolution equation of Bab [29]:
LkBab = BacBcb − γcaγdbRmcndkmkn. (17)
We would like to consider the situation when a stationary Killing horizon is
perturbed by a weak fluctuation (in our work the fluctuation is semi classical)
and ultimately settle down to a stationary state in the asymptotic future. Since
the black hole is stationary in the asymptotic future, the vector field ka is an
exact Killing vector at late times. The process is assumed to be such that all
changes of the dynamical fields are first order in some suitable bookkeeping
parameter ǫ. More specifically, we assume that, θ ∼ σab ∼ O(ǫ).
We shall now turn our attention to a general diffeomorphism-invariant theory
of gravity described by a Lagrangian L. The field equation of the theory is
Eab = 8π Tab which is obtained by the metric variation of L.
The entropy of the horizon should be given by a local integral of an entropy
density:
SH =
1
4~G
∫
ρ dD−2y (18)
where ρ is the entropy density and the integration is over the (D−2)-dimensional
space-like cross-section of the horizon. Note that, for a stationary solution, we
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must have SH = SW . Now, due to the accretion of matter, the entropy changes
and the change is given by
∆SH =
1
4~G
∫
H
(
dρ
dλ
+ θ ρ
)
dλ dD−2y. (19)
We define a quantity Θ as
Θ =
1
4~G
(
dρ
dλ
+ θ ρ
)
. (20)
In case of general relativity, Θ is proportional to the expansion parameter θ of
the null generators. But, in case of a general gravity theory, Θ is the rate of
change of the entropy density associated with a infinitesimal portion of horizon.
We will assume that the causal horizon eventually becomes stationary, so that
Θ(λ = +∞) = 0.
We aim to prove that for first-order changes (in units where G = ~ = 1),
dΘ
dλ
≈ −1
4
Eabk
akb = −2π Tabkakb (21)
This is our key equation. If the causal horizons in any theory of gravity obey
Eq. (21), then this will lead to a linear CSL and semiclassical GSL. To see this
explicitly, we first integrate Eq. (21) once in the transverse directions and twice
in the λ direction [16], to obtain the entropy SH at a given slice λ = λ
′(y):
1
2π
(SH(∞)− SH(λ′)) =
∫
dD−2y
∫
λ>λ′
Tab k
akb(λ− λ′)dλ ≡ K(λ′). (22)
In the special case where λ′ = 0 is chosen to be the bifurcation surface, K(0) is
just the flux of Killing energy across the horizon, and therefore Eq. (22) is just
the physical process version of the First Law: dE = TdS, where E is the Killing
energy with respect to the Killing horizon, and T = ~2pi is the temperature.
However, by choosing λ′ 6= 0 the equation can be interpreted as the First Law
null-translated with respect to λ. Within the region λ > λ′ on H , K(λ′) is the
generator of dilations about the slice λ = λ′ [16].
Assuming the null energy condition, K(Λ) ≥ K(Λ′) whenever Λ ≤ Λ′. The
CSL follows immediately. However, we will have to work a little bit harder to
get the GSL.
5 Generalized Second Law
Next we turn to a proof of the GSL for rapidly changing quantum matter fields.
The GSL states that SH + Sout is an increasing function of the horizon slice,
where the horizon entropy SH is defined as in the previous sections, and Sout =
−tr(ρ ln ρ), ρ being the state of the matter fields. It is necessary to subtract
off a state-independent UV divergence in the entanglement entropy.
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In this section we will consider semiclassical fluctuations, for which the met-
ric variation is proportional to ~ ∼ ǫ. This requires ignoring graviton fluctua-
tions, which have σab ∼ O(~1/2).5
We assume that the quantum fields are coupled to the gravitational fields
via the semiclassical equation Eab = 〈Tab〉. In the linearized approximation this
equation can be derived by promoting Eab = Tab to an operator equation and
then taking the expectation values of both sides: at the linear order one can
consistently identify the linearized gravitational field δgab with its expectation
value without worrying about the fact that in general 〈AB〉 6= 〈A〉〈B〉.
Since quantum fields can violate the null energy condition, the proof re-
quires a more detailed analysis of the matter fields. We will assume that the
matter fields have a null-surface formulation in terms of an algebra of local field
operators AH , satisfying these axioms: (i) Local Lorentz symmetry: AH con-
tains an infinite dimensional automorphism group which includes not only the
Killing symmetry but also supertranslations λ → λ + a(y), (ii) Determinism:
together with I+ it determines the (quantum matter data) outside of H , and
(iii) Stability in the sense of obeying the averaged null energy condition:
∫ +∞
−∞
Tab k
akb dλ ≥ 0, (23)
where the inequality is saturated by a |0〉 which is the vacuum with respect to
null-translations. These axioms are satisfied by free fields of various spins, 1+1
CFT’s, and certain kinds of superrenormalizable theories [16].6
In any quantum field vacuum with a wedge region invariant under a boost
symmetry, the Bisognano-Wichmann theorem ensures that the vacuum state is
thermal with respect to the boost symmetry of the wedge [30]—the Unruh effect.
Sewell [31] has generalized this theorem to the horizon algebra AH , proving that
when |0〉 is restricted to the region of H above B, it is thermal with respect to
dilations about B (generated by the Killing field restricted to H , i.e. ξ = λλˆ).
This implies that |0〉 is in fact the Hartle-Hawking state of the Killing manifold
restricted to AH , whenever the Hartle-Hawking state exists (but even in cases
like Kerr when it does not exist, |0〉 still exists).
By virtue of supertranslation symmetry, |0〉 is also thermal when restricted
to any λ > λ′ region:
σ(λ′) =
e−2piK(λ
′)
tr(e−2piK(λ′))
, 7 (24)
where K(λ′) is the generator of dilations corresponding to the diffeomorphism
ξ(λ′) = (λ− λ′)λˆ, corresponding to the Tab integral of Eq. (22).8
5In general relativity, one can integrate Eq. (2) at order ~1/2 to show that θ ∼ O(~), even
for gravitons. But in higher curvature gravity theories one would instead have Θ ∼ O(~).
6Ref. [16] contained an additional axiom, Ultralocality, which states that the fields on
different horizon generators are independent. This axiom plays no role in the proof here, but
is useful for deriving the other axioms.
7This equation is somewhat formal since it requires renormalization to make sense. Sewell
[31] proved that σ is thermal using the more rigorous KMS definition.
8Here K(λ′) is really the canonical dilation energy, but for minimally coupled fields this
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This property can be used to prove that for any other semiclassical state ρ,
the generalized entropy of ρ increases as λ′ is pushed forwards in time on the
horizon.
The proof uses an information theoretical quantity known as the “relative
entropy” [32], which is an asymmetrical function of two states given by the
following formula:
S(ρ |σ) = tr(ρ ln ρ)− tr(ρ ln σ) (25)
The relative entropy has the monotonicity property that it always decreases (or
stays the same) whenever ρ and σ are both restricted to a subsystem [33, 34].
In the case of the thermal state given by Eq. (24), the relative entropy can be
calculated to be the difference between the free energy of ρ and σ:
S(ρ |σ) = (2πK − Sλ>λ′)|ρ − (2πK − Sλ>λ′)|σ, (26)
where Sλ>λ′ is the von Neumann entropy −tr(ρ ln ρ) of the fields in the horizon
algebra AH restricted to the region λ > λ′, and K is understood to be an
expectation value. Using Eq. (22) to relate K to the horizon entropy, one finds
that the decrease of relative entropy as one pushes λ′ forwards in time is given
by
−∆S(ρ |σ) = −∆(2πK − Sλ>λ′)|ρ = ∆SH(λ′) + ∆Sλ>λ′ ) ≥ 0, (27)
where ∆ represents the change with time, and the free energy of σ and S∞
have been dropped because they are the same for each slice σ. That is, the
generalized entropy of the matter on the horizon itself cannot decrease. However,
Sλ>λ′ is not quite the same as the entropy outside of the black hole, because it
only registers entropy that falls across the horizon. But by the assumption of
Determinism, all entropy outside of H must either fall across H or else escape
to I+. Since unitary processes preserve the entropy,
Sout = S(Hλ>λ′ ∪ I+) = S(Hλ>λ′ ) + S(I+)− I(Hλ>λ′ , I+), (28)
where I is the mutual information, defined as the amount by which the entropy
of two systems fails to be additive due to entanglement:
I(A, B) = S(A) + S(B)− S(A ∪ B). (29)
The mutual information can be defined in terms of the relative entropy as fol-
lows:
I(A, B) = S(ρAB | ρA ⊗ ρB). (30)
Consequently it too must monotonically decrease if either A or B is restricted to
a subregion [33, 34]. This implies that under restriction of the horizon system,
makes no difference. In the case of a minimally-coupled scalar field, the gravitational and
canonical stress-energy tensors agree precisely. For a spin-1/2 field, the two definitions agree
when the equations of motion are satisfied. For a spin-1 gauge field, they agree up to the
equations of motion and a boundary term, but the boundary term vanishes when ξ = 0.
Hence it is zero at the λ = λ′ boundary, and constant at λ = +∞. Hence, for purposes of
proving the GSL, it is sufficient to consider the gravitational Tab.
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the amount of entanglement with I+ can only decrease. So the presence of the
additional information in I+ can only make the generalized entropy increase
faster with time [35]. Thus the generalized second law holds:
∆(SH + Sout) ≥ 0. (31)
In conclusion, we find that if a theory of gravity admits black hole solutions,
such that for semiclassical states, the horizon obeys a generalized Raychaudhuri
equation of the form Eq. (21) and if certain technical conditions are satisfied by
the matter fields, the sum of the horizon entropy and the von Neumann entropy
of the outside matter cannot decrease. So, the only remaining task is to show
the validity of Eq. (21) for different theories of gravity. In the next section,
we will demonstrate that black holes in both Lanczos-Lovelock and f(Lovelock)
gravity theories indeed obey such an equation.
6 Entropy variations in f(Lovelock)
We aim to prove that for first-order changes, black holes in f(Lovelock) gravity
obey
dΘ
dλ
≈ −2 π Tabkakb. (32)
As discussed in sections 4 and 5, the validity of this equation directly leads to
the semiclassical version of the second law. As a warm up, we would first like
to discuss the case of Lanczos-Lovelock gravity.
Comparing Eq. (12) with Eq. (18), we write the Jacobson-Myers (JM) en-
tropy density associated with a stationary Killing horizon ofm-th order Lanczos-
Lovelock theory as
ρ(m) = mα(m)
(D−2)L(m−1). (33)
where (D−2)L(m−1) is the intrinsic (m−1)-th order Lanczos-Lovelock scalar and
our normalization is such that α(1) = 1.
To calculate the change of this entropy, we note that the change of the
(D− 2)-dimensional scalar (D−2)L(m−1) can be thought of due to the change in
the intrinsic metric. Then, we can calculate this change by using the standard
result of variation of Lanczos-Lovelock scalar. The variation of (D−2)L(m−1)
simply gives the equations of motion of (m−1)-th order Lanczos-Lovelock term
in (D−2) dimensions with a surface term arising due to the variation. Therefore,
for a general Lanczos-Lovelock gravity, we can write
dρ(m)
dλ
= −mα(m) (D−2)Rab(m−1) Lkγab +Daδva, (34)
where (D−2)Rab(m−1) is the generalization of the Ricci tensor for (m − 1)-th
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Lanczos-Lovelock gravity, and Da is the covariant derivative compatible with
γab. The expression for δv
a is [36],
δva = 2 (D−2)P abcd(m−1)Dd(δγbc). (35)
For Lanczos-Lovelock gravity, we can ignore this surface term since the sections
of the horizon are compact surfaces without boundaries, but for f(Lovelock) it
will be important.
Then using Eq. (16), we obtain,
Θ(m) = −
m
2
α(m)
[
(D−2)Rab(m−1)Bab −
1
2
θ (D−2)L(m−1)
]
. (36)
Next, we refer to [25], where it is proven that for first-order perturbations to
the horizon,
dΘ(m)
dλ
= −1
4
E(m)abk
akb +O(ǫ2). (37)
This is entirely a geometric result and after we use the semiclassical field equa-
tion, this gives us a semiclassical version of the second law for black holes in
Lanczos-Lovelock theory.
Next, we start with the extension of Jacobson-Myers entropy for f(Lovelock)
gravity given at order m by
S =
1
4
∫
ρ dD−2y, (38)
where the entropy density is,
ρ = mα(m) f
′(L(m)) (D−2)L(m−1) = f ′(L(m)) ρ(m). (39)
In this expression, in accordance with the previous section, we have defined L(m)
is the m-th order Lanczos-Lovelock Lagrangian and (D−2)L(m−1) is the intrinsic
(m− 1)-th Lanczos-Lovelock scalar of the horizon cross-section. We would like
to remind the readers that as in case of Lanczos-Lovelock gravity, this entropy
also differs from the Wald entropy SW by first-order terms.
For notational simplicity, we have written out the case when the argument
of the function f(Lovelock) is a particular m-th order Lanczos-Lovelock term,
but our proof can easily be generalized for the theories whose Lagrangian is of
the form f(L(1),L(2), · · ·). One simply replaces f ′(L(m)) with (∂f/∂L(m)) and
sums over m.
The null-null component of the field equation of f(Lovelock) theory can be
expressed as[
f ′(L(m))P abcdRebcd − 2P apqe∇p∇qf ′(Lm)
]
kak
e = 8 π T aekak
e (40)
where
P abcd =
∂L(m)
∂Rabcd
. (41)
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Using the definition of L(m), it is possible to show that
P pqrs =
m
2m
δ
pq <ab(m−1)>
rs<cd(m−1)> R
cd(m−1)
ab(m−1). (42)
Now, in the first order of the perturbation, we can simplify the field equation
and write it in the form
f ′(Lm)E(m)abkakb −
(
2 kake Papqe γ
p
rγ
q
s + ρ(m)krks
− 4 kake Papqe γpr kslq) ∇r∇sf ′(Lm) = 8 π Tabkakb, (43)
where E(m)ab is the equation of motion of m-th order Lanczos-Lovelock the-
ory and ρ(m) is the corresponding entropy density. The generalized expansion
parameter of the horizon generators is given by
Θ =
(
dρ
dλ
+ θ ρ
)
. (44)
The variation of (D−2)L(m−1) simply gives the equations of motion of (m−1)-th
order Lanczos-Lovelock term in (D − 2) dimension and a surface terms. In the
case of Lanczos-Lovelock gravity, we neglected the surface term as the cross
section of event horizon is compact. But now, the surface term arising from the
variation of (D−2)L(m−1) will multiplied by f ′(Lm), and is therefore no longer a
total derivative. Taking this into account, it is possible to write the generalized
expansion factor for f(Lovelock) theory as
Θ =
1
4
(
f ′(Lm)Θ(m) + ρ(m)
d
dλ
f ′(Lm) + 4m (D−2)P abcd(m−1)BbcDaDdf ′(Lm)
)
. (45)
As in case of the Lanczos-Lovelock theory, here also we want to calculate
the first-order change of Θ. This is given by
dΘ
dλ
=
1
4
(
f ′(Lm)
dΘ(m)
dλ
+ρ(m)
d2
dλ2
f ′(Lm)+ 4m (D−2)P abcd(m−1)DaDdf ′(Lm)
dBbc
dλ
)
. (46)
Since (dBbc/dλ) is a first-order term, we can evaluate DaDdf
′(Lm) on the sta-
tionary background. This allows us to substitute
DaDbf
′(Lm) = γcaγdb∇c∇df ′(Lm), (47)
due to the fact that Bab and k
a∇af ′(Lm) vanish on a stationary horizon.
At this stage, we use the result for the case of Lanczos-Lovelock theories,
where it has been proven that
dΘ(m)
dλ
= −1
4
E(m)abk
akb. (48)
Also, we can use Eq.(17) to calculate the change of Bbc. Then, using the field
equation, we finally obtain
dΘ
dλ
= −2 π Tabkakb − 1
2
(Qrs − 2 kake Papqe γpr kslq)∇r∇sf ′(Lm) (49)
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where we have defined the quantity
Qrs = kake
(
Papqe γ
prγqs − 2m (D−2)P rbcs(m−1)Rapqe γpbγqc
)
. (50)
So far, we have only assumed that the background is a stationary solution.
Now, we add an extra assumption that the background stationary solution also
has a regular bifurcation surface. On a stationary Killing horizon, dimensional
analysis requires that (using a convention where λ = 0 at the bifurcation surface)
kake Papqe γ
pr lq ∝ 1
λ
, (51)
because it has one more k than l. So regularity requires that this expression
vanish on the stationary background. Hence the last term of Eq. (49) drops out
because it is a product of two first-order terms. (We emphasize again that Eq.
(49) is only valid for first-order perturbations.)
Interestingly, for Lanczos-Lovelock gravity, we did not require any such regu-
larity assumption. But, as it seems from this calculation, for f(Lovelock) theory
such an assumption is essential. In this regard, we also note that the derivation
of the first law [18, 23] is also based on the existence of a regular bifurcation
surface. Moreover, if the stationary black hole solution has a regular bifurcation
surface, the validity of the zeroth law (i.e. the constancy of the surface gravity
on the horizon) is guaranteed independent of the equation of motion. Hence, it
is not very surprising that to prove the semiclassical second law for a sufficiently
general theory like f(Lovelock) gravity, we also require the same assumption.
We are left with
dΘ
dλ
= − 2 π Tabkakb − 1
2
Qrs∇r∇sf ′(L(m)). (52)
We will now show that at first order, Qrs = 0. To prove this, let us recall
the definition, P apqe from Eq.(42) and write the first-order part of the first term
in Eq.(50) as
m(m− 1)
2m
kak
e γprγ
q
s δ
ap<ab(m−2)>gh
qe<cd(m−2)>ef R
cd(m−2) {0}
ab(m−2) R
ef {1}
gh . (53)
The superscripts {0} and {1} denote that the quantities are evaluated for the
background and the first-order perturbation respectively. The factor (m − 1)
is due to the fact that P apqe is the product of (m − 1) curvatures and we have
linearized the expression. Next, we also note that on the stationary background
solution, due to the antisymmetry of the alternating tensor, the curvature ten-
sors in the above expression can have nonzero contributions only from the trans-
verse components and the transverse component of the full curvature tensor is
equal to the intrinsic curvature of the horizon cross section. This allows us to
write [29]
Rcd(m−2) {0}
ab(m−2) =
(D−2)Rcd(m−2) {0}
ab(m−2) (54)
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Also, the alternating tensor is simply the totally anti symmetric product of
m Kronecker’s deltas and therefore can be expressed as the determinant of a
(m×m) matrix [37]:
δ
pq <ab(m−2)>gh
rs<cd(m−2)>ef = m! δ
p
[r · · · δhf ] = det


δpr δ
p
s · · · δpf
δqr
... δ
q <ab(m−2)>gh
s<cd(m−2)>ef
δhr


. (55)
This allows to express the m-th order alternating tensor in terms of the lower
orders. Using all these properties, at first order in the perturbation, we finally
obtain the first-order part of the first term in Eq.(50) as
4m(m− 1)
2m
kak
e γprγ
q
s δ
pg <ab(m−2)>
qh<cd(m−2)>
(D−2)Rcd(m−2)
ab(m−2)R
ag
eh
= 2mγpbγ
q
c
(D−2)P rbcs(m−1)Rapqe, (56)
This immediately shows that in the leading order Qrs = 0 which implies
dΘ
dλ
= −2 π Tabkakb +O(ǫ2), (57)
which is what we set out to prove.
7 Discussion
By applying Eq. (57) in the way suggested in sections 4 and 5, we have derived
the linearized second law, in both its classical and generalized form, for causal
horizons in f(Lovelock) gravity. This requires us to select the correct entropy
density for a general theory, namely
ρ =
[D−1)/2]∑
m=1
m (D−2)L(m−1)
∂f
∂L(m)
. (58)
This formula tells us to differentiate the action with respect to each Lovelock
density, and then multiply that by the corresponding JM entropy. It does not
agree with the Wald entropy even at the linearized level (except in the special
case of f(R) gravity).
We have therefore extended the proof of the GSL, to a broad class of metric
theories minimally coupled to matter fields. As in [16], the generalized entropy
is shown in a differential sense, i.e. it is increasing at every point on the horizon.9
9Although the generalized entropy is itself a nonlocal concept, since it refers to the entire
region outside of the horizon. However, using the proof method of [16] it is sufficient to prove
the GSL for the entropy falling across a single horizon generator. The monotonicity of the
mutual information (29) is then sufficient to obtain the full GSL.
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However, there are some important limitations, which perhaps can be re-
moved in future work. First, we had to assume that the spacetime was a lin-
earized perturbation to a Killing horizon. This means that the entropy could
differ from Eq. (58) by Noether charge ambiguities (6) which happen to vanish
at linearized order (e.g. terms with four or more powers of Kiab).
It is also worth bearing in mind that linearized perturbations cannot affect
the topology of a horizon. So we also have the freedom to add or subtract a
topological term to the entropy without invalidating the first law or (linearized)
second laws. This freedom was not included in the analysis of ambiguities
of [15,18], but perhaps should have been in order to avoid second law violations
in topology-changing processes [26]. In topological Lanczos-Lovelock gravity,
the JM entropy density (D−2)L(D/2−1) is an example of such a topological term;
it is not of the form (6) and can therefore affect the entropy of a stationary black
hole.
Our result does not included the effect of linearized gravitons, since that
would require analyzing certain second-order variations of the metric. This is
regrettable since the contribution of gravitons to the GSL is of the same order
in ~ as any other matter field. That would be a nice extension of the current
result. However, at second order the CSL/GSL can only hold for certain ranges
of the coupling constants (since it is violated for general relativity with G < 0).
We should note that the second law has been proven with respect to the
metric horizon. In the presence of curvature, gravitons may travel along differ-
ent characteristic surfaces than light does [38, 39]. For nonstationary horizons,
the location of the graviton horizon can differ from the location of the metric
horizon. Since gravitons are outside the scope of our analysis, we have ignored
this issue here.
We also needed to assume that the Killing horizon has a regular bifurcation
surface (except in the special cases of f(R) or Lanczos-Lovelock gravity.) Even
in the case of black holes that form from collapse, this is a physically reasonable
approximation, so long as the black hole remains stationary for a long time after
the collapse, but before the entropy measurements.
In the case of the GSL, we have made some assumptions about the matter
fields (see section 5 and [16] for details. It is necessary to assume that the matter
fields have an algebra of observables AH restricted to the horizon, satisfying cer-
tain axioms. These axioms have been shown for free fields, superrenormalizable
potential or Yang-Mills interactions, and 1+1 CFT’s. However, they appear to
fail for CFT’s in higher dimensions, due to the inability to form an algebra AH
by smearing field operators on the horizon. A proof of the GSL in such cases
may require a more delicate near-horizon limit.
Finally, although f(Lovelock) is a broad class of theories, it seems to still be
an open question whether a linearized second law holds for all metric theories of
gravitation. In such theories the action could include arbitrary covariant combi-
nations of the Riemann tensor and its derivatives. It is not obvious whether there
is any elegant generalization of the JM-like entropy (58), let alone one which is
related to the equation of motion in the correct way (57)). The problem is of
importance since renormalization will typically induce quantum corrections to
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every possible term in the action.
Alternatively, one could look for counterexamples to the linearized second
law. Perhaps only a restricted class of theories can satisfy a semiclassical gener-
alized second law, and other terms in the action are only allowed as perturbative
corrections.
What is special about f(Lovelock) theories? One could speculate that it is
the existence of an equivalent scalar formalism (14) with second-order equations
of motion. This implies that f(Lovelock) has a null-initial data formalism on the
horizon, written in terms of the metric and Lovelock densities on H . One could
think of this initial data as forming a classical (commuting) horizon algebra
AC , analogous to the quantum horizon algebra AH describing the matter fields.
Assuming you also know the data at I+ and the matter sourcing Tab, AC is
sufficient to reconstruct all of the information outside of the horizon. It is
then not surprising that (58) is the correct form of the entropy—it is the only
candidate for the Noether-charge entropy which is contained within AC . That
is because it is a function of the intrinsic metric and Lovelock densities alone.
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